1The security of cloud computing has attracted the attention of an increasing number of people while providing convenience. The characteristics of cloud computing itself make the traditional forensics tools for forensics framework no longer applicable. This paper focuses on introducing the log acquisition forensic methods based on private cloud platform of OpenStack from the prospect of evidence obtaining. Then the existing work of cloud forensics field is analysed.
INTRODUCTION
Today, cloud computing has gained much more attention. Many companies and other Internet companies have launched their own cloud platform. Cloud computing is generally considered to be the Internet economy boom of the growth of another important industry, and also has a huge market growth prospects.
However, the security of cloud computing has attracted the attention of an increasing number of people while providing convenience. If its security problem could not be solved properly, that will be the key factor to restrict its development. Cloud computing possesses technologies like virtualization, distributed processing and distributed storage etc., which makes traditional data security methods hard to perform their effects. It also has characteristics like multi-tenant and data remote anonymous mechanism etc., which provides lots of criminal opportunities to lawbreakers. Cloud forensics is developing as an emerging technology, which is an interdisciplinary of cloud computing and computer forensics. The characteristics of cloud computing itself make the traditional forensics tools for forensics framework no longer applicable, and the cloud forensics procedure involves more respondents than traditional digital forensics, including not only cloud users but also cloud service providers, and more complex interactivity [1] . Compared with the traditional digital forensics technology, cloud forensics technology also faces various challenges. First, cloud forensics tools is not mature, Jiang Du 1 so cloud forensics can only rely on previous experience and traditional forensics technology, which could result in forensic failure as destroying the original data. Second, the cloud service model will not increase the difficulty of forensics. The difference of private cloud and public cloud architecture will also lead to the different difficulty of forensics.
SYSTEM FRAMEWORK Private Cloud Platform Framework
Based on OpenStack open source framework, this paper builds a private cloud computing platform consisting of five parts: computing service (Nova), storage service (Swift), mirror service (Glance), identity authentication service (Keystone) and interface service (Horizon). Nova is a set of controllers which are used to manage the entire life cycle of a virtual machine instance for a single user or group, and provide virtual services based on user needs. Swift is a system for implementing object storage in a large scale extensible system with built-in redundancy and high fault tolerance, and allows storage or retrieval of files. Glance is a set of virtual machine image search and retrieval system that supports multiple virtual machine image formats, can create or upload images, delete the mirror and edit the basic information of the mirror. Keystone can provide authentication, service rules, and service tokens for other OpenStack services.
Horizon is a Web management portal of various services, used to simplify the operation of services for users. The structure of OpenStack is shown in Figure 1 . 
ADVANCES IN CLOUD FORENSICS
Reference refers to the current development of cloud forensics, and many researchers put forward their own solutions to user data control ability is missing and multi-user data hybrid and so on. The existing work is mainly focused on the stage of evidence acquisition and evidence analysis [2] . Reference refers to the evidence acquisition stage which refers to the process that forensics collect evidence from the crime scene by forensic tools. At present, the work in this area mainly includes residual data acquisition, log acquisition and the technology of virtual machine migration and isolation [3] [4] .
DESIGN
The purpose of the design is to record the forensic log files such as firewalls and other sensitive log through the extended interface of Nova. Our experiment environment is devstack. All the logs are stored in the directory of "/opt/stack/logs", and each service has its own log file, which can be distinguished from the name.
The subservice logs of Nova api all begin as "n", e.g. n-api.log is the log of nova-api and n-cpu.log is the log of nova-compute. The logs of Glance all begin as "g", for example, g-api.log and g-reg.log are the log of glance-api and glance-registry respectively. The logs for Cinder and Neutron begin with "c" and "q".
For non-devstack installation of OpenStack, the log is generally placed in the "/var/log/"directory. OpenStack log format is uniform, and the specific format and description are in Table 1 : Table 1 . Log format description.
Timestamp
Logging time, including minutes, minutes, and seconds
Log level INFO、WARNING、ERROR、DEBUG Code module
The currently running module RequestID log records successive operations. To distinguish and increase readability, each operation is assigned a unique RequestID, making it easy to find Log content This is the body of the log, recording important information such as the current operation being performed and the results
Source location
The location of the log code, including the method name, the directory location of the source code file, and the line number. This one is not all log
We can extend the api, we will be concerned about the log to save down some of the user's important operations can be saved for future inquiries, these operations are called nova-api, we can nova-api for expansion. The logs that we concerned and important operations of users can be saved for future inquiry through the extended api. All the operations are implemented by nova-api. We can extend nova-api and record corresponding request.
IMPLEMENTION

Install Openstack
It is very hard for the initial learners to deploy the Openstack. Some are troubled with the official documentations, because the document is written in English totally. This paper introduces the common methods which can help you to deploy the Openstack platform: DevStack, Rdo, Fuel and manual installation.
The most recommended and preferred for developers is the Devstack. We can configure the local.conf file and download the source code using the git tool and execute the shell script to deploy. After that, you can possess the development environment of Openstack with all-in-one or multiple nodes according to the configuration you make. Some learners always fails to deploy it, because the down loading speed from its software repositories are always too slow. Execute the stack.sh file repeatedly can solve the problem.
Rdo is another deployment tool which is released by the Redhat. Like the Devstack, Rdo also supports all-in-one and multiple nodes deployment, but it's operation systems must be the CentOS. What the developers should bear in mind is that the project not belongs to the official community of Openstack.
Fuel is a open source software which Mirantis company developed for the deployment of openstack cluster, and is closely related to the openstack community. Through the GUI interface to managing the entire Openstack platform. The main function is the installation of the operating system because the bare machine PXE.Master nodes can provide DHCP, TFTP services,can achieve the layout Openstack services and can manage the configuration service through puppet [5] . In addition, Fuel provides an openstack health inspection to key services and real-time view log and other basic operation services. It can support HA deployment .There are more friendly and interactive web interfaces. This approach is more suitable for installing the production environment . Due to the requirements of Fuel 9.0 and other versions needing the high required hardware, Control and Compute nodes need more than 4G of memory. If hardware configuration is too low, the installation may be failed, if you want to learn openstack, you can use devstack.
Manual installation needs to be installed one component by one component, but also need to be input one command by one command, so it is more cumbersome and time-consuming. if you start to learn, then you can try this way.
Nova Custom Development
First of all, we should create an extension. We should live nova extensions in the "nova/api/openstack/compute/contrib/" directory, and the class describing the extension should have a name identical to that of the module, with the first letter capitalized.
What's more, we create a new subclass of extension whose name is mynova, which should be derived from "nova.api.openstack.extensions:ExtensionDescriptor", and override the method "get_resources ()" in the parent class. By returning the "ResourceExtensions" lists, register your new resource type/URL/Controller, etc.
Last but not least, add a new controller method to the existing resource types in NovaAPI and override the method "get_controller_extensions" in the parent class. Return a series of controller lists in the function "get_controller_extensions", so that the new resource "mynova" will match the following URL. We can customize the Dashboard to meet the web page display of functional modules. We will introduce the process of extending the Dashboard OpenStack by taking adding a panel named "mypanel" into Dashboard of admin as an example.
First of all, register "mypanel" module. Dashboard.py is located in the root directory of each Dashboard, whose role is to register Dashboard and set the properties of Dashboard, such as figuring out which panels are in Dashboard. Open the Dashboard.py directory under the admin file, and set the SystemPanels to add panel.
What's more,Create a mypanel folder in the admin directory, and create the panel.py file in the mypanel folder. One can define the panel, or only define its name. The value of the slug property is the same as the "mypanel" folder name.
Furthermore, Horizon is based on the Django framework, and the program finds the panel through the url., Therefore, there is need to establish the "mypanel" directory in the urls.py file to define url.
Last but not least, table is to display the data. Horizon provides a "DataTable" base class, so we can inherit "DataTable" to achieve a custom table. It also offers a variety of view class, and one can use the "DataTableView" to define its own "IndexView", e.g. define the attribute values of "table class" and "template class" in "IndexView", also set "get_data()" method and display the obtained data in "table". Above all, extended Dashboard has completed. The effect can be shown after restarting the apache, which can be done by commands of "sudo service apache2 restart".
SUMMARY
This paper puts forward a method to build a private cloud computing platform and use the Nova component to do log forensics. The key technology of cloud computing is introduced into the computer forensics to obtain evidence. Not only the application of forensic technology in the increasingly popular PaaS platform provides a solid theoretical and application basis, but also provides a complete security mechanism for the application of evidence data in the subsequent judicial and procuratorial work.
Furtherly, to forming a complete chain of evidence, the next important step is to improve and perfect the cloud forensics model, and also consider adding
